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Edle, a Norwegian lady appears to be like again on her collage days, her relationships with
Bente and Gro, fellow students, and her lack of ability to simply accept her lesbianism.
Interesting, and prettily written - or at the very least prettily translated! Sadly, the name is
naturally an immense spoiler and very not anything does happen... it truly is extra like a
rambling memoir packed with remorse and introspection than something else. yet it is a speedy
learn and whereas no longer precisely gripping, continues to be fascinating adequate to
maintain going with. Edle, the narrator, is especially awkward and self-deprecating, now and
then this will get to be a piece an excessive amount of yet regularly she's very calm and quiet
and believable.There is not as a lot homosexual as lists pointing out this book, and the advent
may suggest. fairly just a couple of short mentions approximately how Edle enjoyed Gro on the
start, after which a number of extra on the end... there is a little bit of angst approximately that
too in fact yet no longer much. Really, not anything occurs within the book... it will probably were
much more dramatic and angsty and fascinating yet there are only a couple of suggestions
which are then no Nothing Happened longer extraordinarily fleshed out. Okay, so it used to be
Nothing Happened written in 1948! yet still, i used to be looking ahead to a bit more. there
Nothing Happened has been even more on Edle's dating with Hans Jørgen and she or he by no
means went and considered Gro whilst kissing him or anything. It was once all a piece flat. Also,
Hans Jørgen's complete identify used to be written out each time he was once Nothing
Happened mentioned! by no means simply Hans, continually Hans Jørgen. it is not like there
have been different Hans', and nobody else's final identify was once pointed out during this
fashion. It form of irked me. :PThe college environment was once fascinating and in such a lot
of Nothing Happened methods familiar. I did like this e-book yet it is not one to rave about.
Nothing Happened ALSO, omg ugliest disguise ever!!
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